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Abstract
This paper is concerned with spectral problems of higher-order vector difference equations
with self-adjoint boundary conditions, where the coefficient of the leading term may be sin-
gular. A suitable admissible function space is constructed so that the corresponding difference
operator is self-adjoint in it, and the fundamental spectral results are obtained. Rayleigh’s
principles and minimax theorems in two special linear spaces are given. As an application,
comparison theorems for eigenvalues of two Sturm–Liouville problems are presented. Espe-
cially, the dual orthogonality and multiplicity of eigenvalues are discussed. © 2001 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let the interval TM;NU denote the set of integers fM;M C 1; : : : ; Ng. Let y.t/
be a d-dimensional column vector-valued function on T0; N C 2nU, where n > 1 and
N > 2n − 1. Denote the forward difference operator by D, Dy.t/ D y.t C 1/ − y.t/.
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Consider the following 2nth-order vector difference equation
nX
iD0
Di

ri.t/Diy.t − i/
 D !.t/y.t/; t 2 Tn;N C nU; (1.1)
with the boundary conditions
R
 −u.0; y/
u.N C 1; y/

C S

v.0; y/
v.N C 1; y/

D 0; (1.2)
where !.t/ and ri .t/ are d  d-Hermitian matrix-valued functions in t on Tn;N C
nU and Tn;N C n C iU, respectively, 0 6 i 6 n, R and S are 2nd  2nd-matrices,
uT.t; y/ D .uT1 .t; y/; : : : ; uTn.t; y//, vT.t; y/ D .vT1 .t; y/; : : : ; vTn .t; y// are nd-vec-
tors, and
rn.t/ is nonsingular on Tn; 2n − 1U [ TN C n C 1; N C 2nU; (1.3)
ui.t; y/ D Di−1y.t C n − i/;
vi.t; y/ D .−1/i−1 PnkDi Dk−irk.t C n/Dky.t C n − k/: (1.4)
The nd-vector functions u and v are introduced for the formulation of self-adjoint-
ness of the problem.
Our standing hypothesis in this paper is
!.t/ > 0 for t 2 Tn;N C nU and rank.R; S/ D 2nd: (1.5)
It is well known that the classical spectral results were obtained for second-order
continuous scalar Sturm–Liouville problems by some oscillatory properties of solu-
tions in the parameter  (cf., e.g., [6,12,20]). The more complicated higher-order or
higher-dimensional cases involve the theory of integral equations via Green’s func-
tions, the calculus of variation (cf. [4,17]), and the generalized Picone’s identities
(cf. [11,12]).
Discrete spectral problems have been of growing interest in recent years. Atkin-
son [1, Chapter 4] and Jirari [9] studied spectral problems of second-order discrete
scalar Sturm–Liouville problems (see Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) in this paper) with spa-
tially separate boundary conditions by investigating some oscillatory properties of
solutions in the parameter  as done in the continuous case. In addition, Atkinson
[1, Chapter 6] also considered a vector discrete problem by converting the prob-
lem into an equivalent spectral problem of a certain Hermitian matrix. For more
references in the second-order case, see [3,8,16].
Higher-order discrete linear problems have also been studied by a few authors (see
[5,7,14,15] and their references). In a recent paper [2], Bohner employed discrete
quadratic functionals and the Reid roundabout theorems to investigate isolatedness
and lower boundedness of eigenvalues for discrete linear Hamiltonian eigenvalue
problems, where the parameter  is implicit in the coefficients.
For degenerate cases, Möller [13] studied the eigenvalue problem for a second-
order differential equation in which the coefficient of the leading term changes its
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sign. Kong et al. [10] studied the dependence of the nth Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue
on the problem in which the leading coefficient is almost positive on the interval.
We would like to mention here that the most previous results (except [18]) assume
that the coefficients in the leading terms of the difference equations are nonsingular
so that a solution can be continued both to the right-hand side and to the left-hand
side. However, (1.1) is singular since from (1.3) we see that the leading coefficient
rn.t/ may be singular in a part of its interval of definition. Besides, there is no restric-
tion on the definiteness of rn.t/. Condition (1.3) can even be weakened if boundary
conditions (1.2) are “better” (see Section 4). Therefore, the corresponding difference
operator in (1.1) is in general degenerate and all the methods based on continuation
of solutions are not applicable. Although the difference operator in (1.1) is formally
self-adjoint, it still may not be true self-adjoint even if boundary conditions (1.2) are
self-adjoint. Moreover, the eigenvalues of a higher-order problem are not as simple
as those of a second-order problem and boundary conditions (1.2) are so general that
it is quite difficult to convert the problem into a spectral problem of an equivalent
Hermitian matrix. These are the major difficulties we will encounter in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a definition of self-adjointness of
the boundary conditions will be given and a suitable admissible function space will
be constructed so that the corresponding difference operator is self-adjoint. Section
3 will be devoted to the fundamental spectral results, Rayleigh’s principles and mini-
max theorems in two special linear spaces, and comparison results. In Section 4, we
will illustrate that some assumptions can be weakened if (1.2) are proper (definition
of proper boundary conditions will be given in Section 2), and discuss the dual or-
thogonality and multiplicity of eigenvalues. For conciseness, the proof of a lemma
used in Section 2 will be left to Section 5.
2. The admissible function space and self-adjointness of the difference operator
2.1. Self-adjointness of boundary conditions (1.2)
In the sequel, let
LT0; N C 2nU D y D fy.t/gNC2ntD0  Cd}
and letL be the following higher-order difference operator:
.Ly/.t/ D !−1.t/
nX
iD0
Di

ri.t/D
iy.t − i/; t 2 Tn;N C nU:
Then dim LT0; N C 2nU D .N C 2n C 1/d . Define
hx; yi D
NCnX
tDn
y.t/!.t/x.t/; x; y 2 LT0; N C 2nU; (2.1)
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where !.t/ is the weighting function in (1.1) and y.t/ denotes the complex con-
jugate transpose of y.t/. As usual, x ? y denotes hx; yi D 0, yT the transpose of y,
and Id and 0d the d  d-identity and zero matrices, respectively. For convenience,
we write y 2 R if y 2 LT0; N C 2nU and satisfies boundary conditions (1.2).
Theorem 2.1. For all x; y 2 LT0; N C 2nU;
hLx; yi − hx;Lyi D u.t; y/v.t; x/ − v.t; y/u.t; x/ NC1
tD0 : (2.2)
Proof. Let x; y 2 LT0; N C 2nU. Then
hLx; yi D
nX
iD0
.i; ri ; x; y/; hx;Lyi D
nX
iD0
.i; ri ; y; x/ (2.3)
with
.i; ri ; x; y/ D
NCnX
tDn
y.t/Di

ri .t/D
ix.t − i/: (2.4)
Obviously, we get
.0; r0; x; y/ D
NCnX
tDn
y.t/r0.t/x.t/: (2.50)
Using successively i times the following well-known Abel’s equalities
a.t/Db.s/ D D.a.t − 1/b.s// − .Da.t − 1//b.s/; (2.6)
one can conclude that for i > 1,
.i; ri ; x; y/D
i−1X
jD0
.−1/jDj y.t − j − 1/Di−j−1ri .t/Dix.t − i/} NCnC1tDn
C .−1/i
NCnX
tDn

Diy.t − i/ri.t/Dix.t − i/
}
: (2.5i)
From (2.3) and (2.5), we have
hLx; yiD
NCnX
tDn
nX
iD0

.−1/iDiy.t − i/ri .t/Dix.t − i/
}
C u.t; y/v.t; x/ NC1
tD0 : (2.7)
Therefore, by the hermiticity of ri .t/ on Tn;N C n C iU, (2.3) and (2.7) imply that
(2.2) holds. The proof is complete. 
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Referring to equality (2.2), we naturally give the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Boundary conditions (1.2) are called self-adjoint, if
Tu.t; y/v.t; x/ − v.t; y/u.t; x/U jNC1tD0 D 0; whenever x; y 2 R:
The following result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. If boundary conditions (1.2) are self-adjoint, then
hLx; yi D hx;Lyi 8x; y 2 R:
The two following lemmas are discrete analogs of Propositions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 in
[11], where the coefficient matrices are real.
Lemma 2.1. Boundary conditions (1.2) are self-adjoint if and only if
RS D SR:
Here we point out that the condition RS D SR is quite strong since it is suffi-
cient for (1.2) to be self-adjoint in some cases where (1.3) is not satisfied.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that (1.3) holds and boundary conditions (1.2) are self-adjoint.
Then y 2 R if and only if there exists a unique vector  2 C2nd such that(− uT.0; y/; uT.N C 1; y/T D −S;(
vT.0; y/; vT.N C 1; y/T D R: (2.8)
2.2. The admissible function space
First, we introduce some notations. Let
Y T.t; k/ D (yT.t C k − 1/; yT.t C k − 2/; : : : ; yT.t/;
t 2 T0; N C n C 1U; k 2 T1; nU (2.9)
and Y .t/ VD Y .t; n/. To express u and v in terms of Y, let L, A, and B be nd 
nd-matrices such that
u.0; y/ D LY.0/;
v.0; y/ D AY.n/ C BY.0/;
u.N C 1; y/ D LY.N C 1/;
v.N C 1; y/ D OAY.N C n C 1/ C OBY.N C 1/;
(2.10)
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where OA and OB are the shifts of A and B to the right with N C 1 units, respectively.
More precisely, for 1 6 i; j 6 n,
L D .lij / with lij D 0d if i < j and lij D .−1/j−1Cj−1i−1 Id if i > j;
A D .aij / with aij D 0d if i > j and aii D .−1/i−1rn.2n − i/; (2.11)
OA D . Oaij / with Oaij D 0d if i > j and Oaii D .−1/i−1rn.N C 2n C 1 − i/:
Clearly, L is nonsingular. If rn.t/ is nonsingular on Tn; 2n − 1U and TN C n C 1; N C
2nU, then A and OA are nonsingular, respectively. For convenience, we introduce a
“bracket function”
Ta; bUA.t; s/ D b.t/Aa.s/ − b.s/Aa.t/; (2.12)
where a.t/ and b.t/ are d1- vector functions, respectively, and A is a given d1 
d1-matrix.
Next, we prepare a proposition for construction of the admissible space.
Proposition 2.1. The matrices LB and L OB are Hermitian and
LA D D; L OA D OD; (2.13)
where OD is the shift of D to the right with N C 1 units,
D D
nX
kD1

0 D.k; Ork/
0.n−k/d 0

; Ork.t/ D rk.n C t − k/; (2.14)
D.k; r/ D .dij .k; r// is a kd  kd-matrix, and dij .k; r/ is a d  d-matrix for 1 6
i; j 6 k with
dij .k; r/ D
8>><
>>:
0d if i > j;
r.2k − i/ if i D j;
.−1/j−i Pj−ilD0 Cj−i−lk Clkr.2k − i − l/ if i < j:
(2.15)
Furthermore, dij .k; r/ is Hermitian if r.t/ is Hermitian on Tk; 2k − 1U.
To prove Proposition 2.1, we need a lemma whose technical proof is left to Sec-
tion 5.
Lemma 2.3. The following equalities hold:
u.0; y/v.0; x/ − v.0; y/u.0; x/ D TX;Y UD.0; n/; (2.16)
u.N C 1; y/v.N C 1; x/ − v.N C 1; y/u.N C 1; x/
D TX;Y U OD.N C 1; N C n C 1/; (2.17)
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where D and OD are as in Proposition 2.1 and X.t/ is defined as Y .t/ by (2.9) with
y.t/ replaced with x.t/.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We first show that LB is Hermitian and the first relation
of (2.13) holds. From (2.10), for any x; y 2 LT0; N C 2nU, we have
u.0; y/v.0; x/ − v.0; y/u.0; x/
D Y .0/.LB − BL/X.0/ C Y .0/LAX.n/ − Y .n/ALX.0/:
Using (2.16) in Lemma 2.3, from the arbitrariness of x and y, we find
LB D BL; LA D D:
Using (2.17), one similarly concludes that L OB is Hermitian and the second rela-
tion of (2.13) holds. This completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to construct the admissible function space. In the rest
of the section, we always suppose that (1.3) holds and boundary conditions (1.2) are
self-adjoint. Let
R D .R1; R2/; S D .S1; S2/;
where Rj and Sj .j D 1; 2/ are 2nd  nd-matrices. From (2.10), boundary condi-
tions (1.2) can be rewritten as
X diagfL;− OAg

Y .0/
Y .N C n C 1/

D .S1A;R2L C S2 OB/

Y .n/
Y .N C 1/

(2.18)
with
X D (R1 − S1BL−1; S2:
Set
m D rank X:
Then, 0 6 m 6 2nd . If X is nonsingular, i.e., m D 2nd , then (2.18) is solvable for
Y .0/ and Y .N C n C 1/ and the linear space
OLT0; N C 2nU D fy 2 LT0; N C 2nU: y 2 Rg
is admissible since y.t/ for t 2 T0; n − 1U [ TN C n C 1; N C 2nU are not weighted
by the weighting function !. In this case, we will call boundary conditions (1.2)
proper; otherwise improper. In the improper case, i.e., m < 2nd; we see from (2.18)
that Y .n/ and Y .N C 1/ themselves are linked by 2nd − m relations. Recall that
y.t/ is weighted by !.t/ for t 2 Tn; 2n − 1U [ TN C 1; N C nU in (1.1). So in these
2n vector equations, upon some transformation, only m scalar equations are really
weighted and the rest 2nd − m ones do not involve the parameter , and hence, can
be viewed as extra conditions for the admissible functions.
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By the standard matrix theory (see, e.g., [19]), there exist 2nd  2nd-unitary ma-
trices P and Q such that
P XQ D diagf0;X0g; (2.19)
where X0 is an m  m-nonsingular matrix. Let
P D .P1; P2/; Q D .Q1;Q2/;
where P1 and Q1 are 2nd  .2nd − m/-matrices, P2 and Q2 are 2nd  m-matrices.
From (2.19) and by the unitarity of P and Q, we can find that
Q1Q1 D I2nd−m; Q1Q2 D 0.2nd−m/m; Q2Q2 D Im;
P 1 X D 0; Q1X D 0; P 2 X D X0Q2:
(2.20)
Suppose that y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU. From (2.10) and by Lemma 2.2 and Proposition
2.1, we have
AY.n/
−LY.N C 1/

D X (2.21)
for some  2 C2nd : Then we get that
Q1

AY.n/
−LY.N C 1/

D 0 whenever y 2 R: (2.22)
For t 2 Tn; 2n − 1U [ TN C 1; N C nU, (1.1) can be written as

(
Y T.n/; Y T.N C 1/ D (Y TLy.n/; Y TLy.N C 1/;
where YLy.t/ is defined as Y .t/ by (2.9) with y.t/ replaced with .Ly/.t/. So, from
(2.22) and the above relations, we can get the following 2nd − m scalar equations
Q1 diagfA;−Lg
(
Y TLy.n/; Y
T
Ly.N C 1/
T D 0: (2.23)
Since the parameter  is missing in (2.23), we naturally regard (2.23) as additional
conditions to (1.2). For convenience, we write y 2A if y satisfies (2.23). We can
now introduce the admissible function space as follows:
L2!T0; N C 2nU D fy 2 LT0; N C 2nU: y 2 R and y 2Ag:
2.3. The elements and the dimension of L2!T0; N C 2nU
We will examine L2!T0; N C 2nU more closely for later discussions. Suppose that
y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU. From (2.23) and using (2.20), one can conclude that y 2A if
and only if there exists a vector  2 Cm such that y satisfies(
Y TLy.n/; Y
T
Ly.N C 1/
T D diagA−1;−L−1}Q2: (2.24)
By the definition ofL, we find that
YLy.n/Ddiag

!−1.2n − 1/; : : : ; !−1.n/}
 M1Y .0/ C M2(Y T.2n/; Y T.n/T}; (2.25)
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YLy.N C 1/
D diag!−1.N C n/; : : : ; !−1.N C 1/}
 N1Y .N C n C 1/ C N2(Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C 1 − n/T}; (2.26)
where M1 and N1 are nd  nd-matrices; M2 and N2 are nd  2nd-matrices.
Proposition 2.2. The following relations hold:
AL D M1; L OA D N1: (2.27)
Furthermore, if (1.3) holds, then M1 and N1 are nonsingular.
Proof. All that is needed to show is that M1 D D and N1 D OD. We only show that
M1 D D holds. The proof of N1 D OD is similar.
Let MT1 D .MT11;MT12; : : : ;MT1n/, where M1j .1 6 j 6 n/ are d  nd-matrices.
Since we are interested only in the first n terms of y.t/ in (2.25), 0 6 t 6 n − 1, we
sometimes neglect the other terms to save space. By the expansion of the higher-
order difference
Dix.t/ D
iX
jD0
.−1/jCji x.t C i − j/; (2.28)
a straightforward calculation gives, for 0 6 l 6 n − 1,
!.n C l/.Ly/.n C l/
D
nX
iD0
Di

ri .n C l/Diy.n C l − i/

D
nX
iD0
iX
kD0
(
.−1/kCki ri.n C l C i − k/

iX
jD0
(
.−1/jCji y.n C l C i − j − k/
)
D
n−l−1X
iD0
(
n−l−i−1X
kD0
kX
jD0
.−1/kCpCjpCk CjpCkrpCk.n C l C k − j/
)
 y.n − 1 − i/ C   
with p D l C i C 1. So
M1;n−l D .el0; el1; : : : ; el;n−l−1; 0; : : : ; 0/;
eli D
n−l−i−1X
kD0
kX
jD0
.−1/kCpCjpCk CjpCkrpCk.n C l C k − j/
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for 0 6 i 6 n − l − 1. Obviously, from (2.15), we have
eli D
n−l−i−1X
kD0
diC1;iCkC1.l C i C k C 1; OrlCiCkC1/:
Hence, M1 D D from (2.14) and (2.15). The proof is complete. 
From (2.25) and (2.26) and by Proposition 2.2, we have
Y .0/DM−11 diagf!.2n − 1/; : : : ; !.n/gYLy.n/
− M−11 M2
(
Y T.2n/; Y T.n/
T
;
Y .N C n C 1/DN−11 diagf!.N C n/; : : : ; !.N C 1/gYLy.N C 1/
− N−11 N2
(
Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C 1 − n/T:
Inserting (2.24) into the above relations, we can find that
Y .0/
Y .N C n C 1/

D diagM−11 ; N−11 }W1 diagA−1;−L−1}Q2
− diagM−11 M2; N−11 N2}
 (Y T.2n/; Y T.n/; Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C 1 − n/T (2.29)
with
W1 D diagf!.2n − 1/; : : : ; !.n/; !.N C n/; : : : ; !.N C 1/g:
Next we will show that the vector  in (2.29) can be determined by Y .2n/, Y .n/,
Y .N C 1/; and Y .N C 1 − n/. From (2.29), (2.18) yields
X diag

LM−11 ;− OAN−11
}
W1 diag

A−1;−L−1}Q2
D f .Y .2n/; Y .n/; Y .N C 1/; Y .N C 1 − n// (2.30)
with
f .Y .2n/; Y .n/; Y .N C 1/; Y .N C 1 − n//
D .S1A;R2L C S2 OB/
(
Y T.n/; Y T.N C 1/T
CX diagLM−11 M2;− OAN−11 N2}
 (Y T.2n/; Y T.n/; Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C 1 − n/T: (2.31)
Multiplying (2.30) from the left-hand side by P  and using (2.20), we see that
conditions (2.30) can be divided into two parts:
P 1 f .Y .2n/; Y .n/; Y .N C 1/; Y .N C 1 − n// D 0; (2.32)
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J  D P 2 f .Y .2n/; Y .n/; Y .N C 1/; Y .N C 1 − n//; (2.33)
where
J D X0Q2 diag

LM−11 ;− OAN−11
}
W1 diag

A−1;−L−1}Q2
is an m  m-matrix. Since W1 is positive definite and rank Q2 D m, by Proposition
2.2, J is nonsingular. It follows from (2.33) that
 D J−1P 2 f .Y .2n/; Y .n/; Y .N C 1/; Y .N C 1 − n//: (2.34)
Therefore, y.0/; : : : ; y.n − 1/; y.N C n C 1/; : : : ; y.N C 2n/ can be determined
by y.n/; : : : ; y.3n − 1/; y.N C 1 − n/; : : : ; and y.N C n/ from (2.29) and (2.34).
However, from (2.20) and (2.31) (particularly P 1 S2 D 0), conditions (2.32) are equiv-
alent to
P 1 TS1AY.n/ C R2LY.N C 1/U D 0: (2.35)
We now get a useful result for y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU.
Proposition 2.3. Assume that (1.3) holds. Then y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU if and only if y
satisfies (2.29) and (2.35) in which  is determined by (2.34).
Proposition 2.4. If (1.3) holds, then  VD dim L2!T0; N C 2nU D .N C 1/d C m −
2nd:
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 and from (2.35), it suffices to show that
rankTP 1 .S1A;R2L/U D 2nd − m: (2.36)
Clearly, rank.S1A;R2L;X/ D 2nd from the nonsingularity of A (by referring to
(2.11)) and
.S1A;R2L;X/ D .R; S/
0
BB@
0 0 Id 0
0 L 0 0
A 0 −BL−1 0
0 0 0 Id
1
CCA :
Again using rank P1 D 2nd − m and P 1 X D 0 (from (2.20)), one concludes that
rankTP 1 .S1A;R2L/U D rankTP 1 .S1A;R2L;X/U D 2nd − m:
Therefore, (2.36) holds. This completes the proof. 
Finally, we have the following conclusion by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.
Theorem 2.3. If (1.3) holds and boundary conditions (1.2) are self-adjoint, then
L2!T0; N C 2nU is a -dimensional Hilbert space with the inner product defined by
(2.1).
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2.4. The self-adjointness of the difference operator
In the end of this section, we will discuss the self-adjointness of the difference
operatorL on L2!T0; N C 2nU. To do this, we must extend the definition of .Ly/.t/
to the intervals T0; n − 1U [ TN C n C 1; N C 2nU. Define
YLy.0/
YLy.N C n C 1/

D diagM−11 ; N−11 }W1 diagA−1;−L−1}Q2Ly
− diagM−11 M2; N−11 N2}
 (Y TLy.2n/; Y TLy.n/; Y TLy.N C 1/; Y TLy.N C 1 − n/T; (2.37)
where Ly is defined by (2.34) with Y .n/, Y .2n/, Y .N C 1 − n/, and Y .N C 1/
replaced with YLy.n/, YLy.2n/, YLy.N C 1 − n/; and YLy.N C 1/, respectively.
Proposition 2.5. The difference operatorL maps L2!T0; N C 2nU into itself.
Proof. For y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU, it is clear thatLy D f.Ly/.t/gNC2ntD0 satisfies (2.29)
from (2.37). By Proposition 2.3, it suffices to show that YLy.n/ and YLy.N C 1/
satisfy (2.35), i.e.,
z D P 1 TS1AYLy.n/ C R2LYLy.N C 1/U D 0: (2.38)
Since y satisfies (2.29), i.e., y satisfies (2.24), we get
Q2 D

AYLy.n/
−LYLy.N C 1/;

;
where  is determined by (2.34). Then
z D P 1 .S1;−R2/Q2:
In addition, .S1;−R2/X is Hermitian by Lemma 2.1 and by Proposition 2.1 (par-
ticularly LB is Hermitian). Hence, from (2.20),
z D P 1 .S1;−R2/XP2X0−1 D P 1 X.S1;−R2/P2X0−1 D 0:
The proof is complete. 
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, and Proposition 2.5, we have the following result di-
rectly.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that all the assumptions in Theorem 2.3 hold. Then the dif-
ference operatorL is self-adjoint on L2!T0; N C 2nU.
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3. The spectral theory
3.1. The fundamental spectral results
Definition 3.1. A complex number  is called an eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) if there
exists y 2 LT0; N C 2nU with y =D 0 which solves problem (1.1), (1.2) and the non-
zero solution y is called an eigenfunction corresponding to  (denoted by y./).
According to the discussions in Section 2, every eigenfunction of (1.1), (1.2) is
in L2!T0; N C 2nU. Therefore, the following fundamental spectral results of (1.1),
(1.2) can be obtained by Theorem 2.4 and the spectral theory of self-adjoint linear
operators in Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (1.3) holds and boundary conditions (1.2) are self-
adjoint. Let rank.R1L − S1B; S2/ D m and  D .N C 1/d C m − 2nd .
(1) The eigenvalue problem, (1.1), (1.2), has only  real eigenvalues
1; 2; : : : ; 
(multiplicity included) and  linearly independent eigenfunctions
.1/; y.2/; : : : ; y./; (3.1)
which are normalized and orthogonal to each other, i.e., for 1 6 i; j 6 ;
hy.i/; y.j /i D
NCnX
tDn
y.t; j /!.t/y.t; i/ D ij : (3.2)
(2) The eigenfunction basis of (1.1), (1.2) consists of  linearly independent ei-
genfunctions (3.1) and is complete for the admissible function space L2!T0; N C 2nU;
i.e., for each y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU; there exists a unique set of scalars fakgkD1  C
such that, for t 2 T0; N C 2nU;
y.t/ D
X
kD1
aky.t; k/; (3.3)
where
ak D hy; y.k/i D
NCnX
tDn
y.t; k/!.t/y.t/; 1 6 k 6 ; (3.4)
and the following Parseval’s equality holds:
hy; yi D
X
kD1
jakj2: (3.5)
(3) The difference operatorL has the following spectral resolution
.Ly/.t/ D
X
kD1
kPky.t/ D
Z 1
−1
 dE y.t/; t 2 T0; N C 2nU;
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for each y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU with the projective operators
Pky.t; j / D kj y.t; k/; t 2 T0; N C 2nU; 1 6 k; j 6 
and the projective operator-valued function
E D
( P
0<k6 Pk;  > 0;
− P<k60 Pk;  < 0:
3.2. The variational properties of eigenvalues
We now study the variational properties of eigenvalues for the discrete problem
(1.1), (1.2).
Theorem 3.1 provides  real eigenvalues for problem (1.1), (1.2) arranged in the
nondecreasing order, 1 6 2 6    6 , and  orthogonal and normalized eigen-
functions y.1/; y.2/; : : : ; y./. The Rayleigh quotient for the difference equa-
tion (1.1) is defined as
R.y/ D hLy; yi=hy; yi
for y 2 LT0; N C 2nU with y 0 D fy.t/gNCntDn =D 0 (cf. [11] for the continuous case).
Theorem 3.2 (Rayleigh’s principle). If all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold, then
1 6 R.y/ 6  8y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU with y =D 0; (3.6)
1 D min

R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU with y =D 0
}
; (3.7)
 D max

R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU with y =D 0
}
; (3.8)
and for 2 6 k 6  − 1;
k Dmin

R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU;
y ? y.j /; 1 6 j 6 k − 1; y =D 0
} (3.9)
Dmax R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU;
y ? y.j /;  − k 6 j 6 ; y =D 0
}
: (3.10)
Proof. By Theorems 2.3 and 3.1, for every nontrivial y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU, there
exists a unique set of scalars fakgmkD1  C such that (3.3) and (3.4) hold and
X
kD1
jakj2 D hy; yi > 0:
Using (3.2) and (3.3), one can find that
hLy; yi D
X
kD1
k jakj2:
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Then we see that
R.y/ D
P
kD1 kjakj2P
kD1 jakj2
: (3.11)
Obviously, R.y.k// D k .1 6 k 6 /: Hence, (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) follow directly
from (3.11).
Furthermore, if y ? y.j / .1 6 j 6 k − 1/; then (3.11) holds with a1 D    D
ak−1 D 0. This implies that R.y/ > k . Thus, (3.9) follows from R.y.k// D k;
and (3.10) can be shown similarly. The proof is complete. 
By Lemma 2.2 and by using (2.7), Theorem 3.2 implies the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. If
SR 6 0; .−1/iri .t/ > 0; t 2 Tn;N C n C iU;
then all the eigenvalues of (1.1) and (1.2) are nonnegative. Furthermore, if
r0.t/ > 0; t 2 Tn;N C nU;
then all the eigenvalues of (1.1) and (1.2) are positive.
Next, we give the variational properties of the eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) involving
no eigenfunctions.
Theorem 3.3 (Minimax theorem). Let all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold.
Then, for 1 6 k 6 ;
k Dmin

G
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.−k/

: z.j/ 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU; 1 6 j 6  − k
}
Dmax g(z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.k−1/: z.j/ 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU; 1 6 j 6 k − 1}
with
G
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.−k/

D max R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU; y ? z.j/; 1 6 j 6  − k; y =D 0}
and
g
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.k−1/

D min R.y/: y 2 L2!T0; N C 2nU; y ? z.j/; 1 6 j 6 k − 1; y =D 0}:
Proof. The proof is similar to that of (3.9) and (3.10) in Theorem 3.2 and therefore
omitted. 
We observe that the element of L2!T0; N C 2nU satisfies boundary conditions (1.2)
as well as the additional conditions (2.23) in which more data are involved. So
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Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are somewhat more difficult to use in general. Therefore, it
is worth giving similar results in the larger space OLT0; N C 2nU. To do so, we need
two more lemmas.
Lemma 2.2 implies that dim OLT0; N C 2nU D .N C 1/d: So the eigenfunction ba-
sis fy.j /gjD1 is not complete in OLT0; N C 2nU in the case m < 2nd . However, we
still have the following partial result.
Lemma 3.1. Assume all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, for any y 2
OLT0; N C 2nU; there exists a unique set of scalars fakgkD1  C such that (3.3) holdsfor t 2 Tn;N C nU; and (3.4) and (3.5) are valid.
Proof. Let y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a unique vector  2 C2nd
such that (2.21) holds. Let  be an m-vector consisting of the last m components of
P  . From (2.21),
Y .n/
Y .N C 1/

DdiagA−1;−L−1}Q diag0;X0}P 
DdiagA−1;−L−1}Q2X0: (3.12)
It is clear that , satisfying (3.12) for the given data Y .n/ and Y .N C 1/, is
unique. Similarly, for y.j / 2 OLT0; N C 2nU .1 6 j 6 /, there exists a unique
vector .j / 2 Cm such that
Y .n; j /
Y .N C 1; j /

D diagA−1;−L−1}Q2X0.j /; 1 6 j 6 ; (3.13)
where Y .t; j / is as Y .t/ with y.t/ replaced with y.t; j /. Let
y 0T D (yT.N C n/; : : : ; yT.n/;
y 0T.j / D
(
yT.N C n; j /; : : : ; yT.n; j /

;
zT D (yT.N/; : : : ; yT.2n/; T;
zT.j / D
(
yT.N; j /; : : : ; y
T.2n; j /; T.j /

:
(3.14)
Then
y 0 D T z; y 0.j / D T z.j / (3.15)
with
T D
0
@ 0 0 IndI.NC1−2n/d 0 0
0 Ind 0
1
A diagI.NC1−2n/d; diagA−1;−L−1}Q2X0}:
By (3.13) and (3.14), z.1/; : : : ; z./ are linearly independent since
y.1/; : : : ; y./ are linearly independent. So there exists a unique set of
scalars fakgkD1  C such that
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z D
X
kD1
akz.k/: (3.16)
Then (3.3) holds for t 2 Tn;N C nU by (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16).
Finally, (3.4) and (3.5) hold by the orthogonality and normalization (3.2) of y.j /
.1 6 j 6 /. The proof is complete. 
In the case m < 2nd , where boundary conditions (1.2) are improper, Y .0/ and
Y .N C n C 1/ cannot be uniquely determined by Y .n/ and Y .N C 1/ from (1.2) for
y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU. Hence, .Ly/.n/ and .Ly/.N C n/ cannot be determined by y 0,
the inner terms of y. However, in some cases, it suffices to determine hLy; yi with
y 0 and this turns out to be true.
Lemma 3.2. Assume all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then for any y 2
OLT0; N C 2nU; hLy; yi is determined by y 0 and
hLy; yi D
X
kD1
k jakj2; (3.17)
where fakgkD1 is the same as in Lemma 3.1.
Proof. Let y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU and let  and .j / .1 6 j 6 / be defined as in the
proof of Lemma 3.1. Then
hLy; yiD
NCnX
tDn
(
y.t/
nX
iD0
Di

ri.t/D
iy.t − i/
)
D.Y .n/; Y .N C 1//W1
(
Y TLy.n/; Y
T
Ly.N C 1/
T C .y 0/
with
.y 0/ D
NX
tD2n
(
y.t/
nX
iD0
Di

ri .t/Diy.t − i/
)
:
From (2.25) and (2.26),
hLy; yi D .y/ C Q.y 0/ (3.18)
with
.y/ D (Y .n/; Y .N C 1/ diagfM1; N1g(Y T.0/; Y T.N C n C 1/T
and
Q.y 0/D(Y .n/; Y .N C 1/ diagfM2; N2g
 (Y T.2n/; Y T.n/; Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C 1 − n/T:
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From (2.8) and (2.10) and by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we find that .y/ D F
for some  2 C2nd , where F D X.S1;−.R2 C S2 OBL−1// is Hermitian. Again from
(2.19), we get
.y/ D E; (3.19)
where E is a certain m  m-Hermitian matrix. Similarly,
jk D
(
Y .n; j /; Y .N C 1; j /

diagfM1; N1g
 (Y T.0; k/; Y T.N C n C 1; k/T
D.j /E.k/: (3.20)
Hence, .y/, i.e., hLy; yi is determined by y 0 from (3.12), (3.18), and (3.19).
Moreover, from (3.14) and (3.16), we have
 D
X
kD1
ak.k/; (3.21)
where fakgkD1 are as in (3.16) or in Lemma 3.1. So, from (3.18)–(3.21) and Lemma
3.1,
hLy; yi D
X
j;kD1
aj akhLy.k/; y.j /i D
X
j;kD1
aj akkjk D
X
kD1
kjakj2:
This completes the proof. 
Now we can establish a Rayleigh’s principle and a minimax theorem on OLT0; N C
2nU by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, whose proofs are similar to those of Theorems 3.2 and
3.3, respectively, and so omitted.
Theorem 3.4 (Rayleigh’s principle). If all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold, then
1 6 R.y/ 6  8y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU with y 0 =D 0;
1 D minfR.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU with y 0 =D 0g;
 D maxfR.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU with y 0 =D 0g
and for 2 6 k 6  − 1;
k DminfR.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU
with y ? y.j / .1 6 j 6 k − 1/ and y 0 =D 0g
DmaxfR.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU
with y ? y.j / . − k 6 j 6 / and y 0 =D 0g:
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Theorem 3.5 (Minimax theorem). Let all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold.
Then, for 1 6 k 6 ;
k Dmin

G
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.−k/

: z.j/ 2 OLT0; N C 2nU; 1 6 j 6  − k}
Dmax g(z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.k−1/: z.j/ 2 OLT0; N C 2nU; 1 6 j 6 k − 1}
with
G
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.−k/

D max R.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU; y ? z.j/; 1 6 j 6  − k; y 0 =D 0}
and
g
(
z.1/; z.2/; : : : ; z.k−1/

D min R.y/: y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU; y ? z.j/; 1 6 j 6 k − 1; y 0 =D 0}:
3.3. Comparison of eigenvalues
In the final part of the section, we compare the eigenvalues of two discrete prob-
lems by applying Theorem 3.5.
Consider the following two difference equations
nX
iD0
Di

r
.j/
i .t/D
iy.t − i/ D !.j/.t/y.t/; t 2 Tn;N C nU (3.22j )
with the boundary conditions
R
 −u.j/.0; y/
u.j/.N C 1; y/

C S

v.j/.0; y/
v.j/.N C 1; y/

D 0; (3.23j )
where j D 1; 2; u.j/.t; y/ and v.j/.t; y/ are as in (1.4) with rk.t/ replaced with
r
.j/
k .t/, j D 1; 2. Denote y 2 R.j/ if y satisfies .3:23j /, j D 1; 2.
Assume that all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold for (3.22j ), (3.23j ) (j D
1; 2) and
r
.1/
i .t/ D r.2/i .t/; t 2 Tn; n C i − 1U [ TN C n C 1; N C n C iU (3.24)
for 1 6 i 6 n. Then, from (2.10), B.1/ D B.2/ and
rank X.1/ D rank(R1 − S1B.1/L−1; S2
D rank(R1 − S1B.2/L−1; S2
D rank X.2/
DV m;
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and then problem (3.22j ), (3.23j ) has  D .N C 1/d C m − 2nd real eigenvalues

.j/
k .1 6 k 6 ; j D 1; 2/ by Theorem 3.1, ordered increasingly.
Theorem 3.6. Let all the assumptions hold in Theorem 3.1 for problems (3.22j ),
(3.23j ) .j D 1; 2/ and let (3.24) hold. If
.−1/ir.2/i .t/ > .−1/ir.1/i .t/ > 0; t 2 Tn;N C n C iU; 0 6 i 6 n; (3.25)
SR 6 0; !.2/.t/ 6 !.1/.t/; t 2 Tn;N C nU; (3.26)
then

.2/
k > 
.1/
k > 0; 1 6 k 6 : (3.27)
Furthermore, all the first inequalities of (3.27) are strict if one of the following con-
ditions is satisfied:
(1) r.2/0 .t/ > r.1/0 .t/ > 0; t 2 Tn;N C nUI
(2) !.2/.t/ < !.1/.t/ and r.1/0 .t/ > 0 for t 2 Tn;N C nU.
Proof. By Corollary 3.1, all the eigenvalues of problems (3.22j ), (3.23j ) (j D 1; 2)
are nonnegative. Let
OL.j/T0; N C 2nU D y 2 LT0; N C 2nU: y 2 R.j/}:
Then, from (3.24),
OL.1/T0; N C 2nU D OL.2/T0; N C 2nU DV OLT0; N C 2nU:
For y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU and y 0 =D 0, let
(
L.j/y

.t/ D !.j/−1.t/
nX
iD0
Di

r
.j/
i .t/D
iy.t − i/;
R.j/.y/ D 〈L.j/y; y
j
hy; yij ; j D 1; 2;
where the inner product h; ij is defined by (2.1) with !.t/ replaced with !.j/.t/.
From (2.7), (3.24), and (3.25), by Lemma 2.2, we get that
hy; yi2 − hy; yi1 D
NCnX
tDn

y.t/
(
!.2/ − !.1/.t/y.t/} 6 0;
〈
L.2/y; y

2 −
〈
L.1/y; y

1
D
NCnX
tDn
nX
iD0

.−1/iDiy.t − i/(r.2/i − r.1/i .t/Diy.t − i/} > 0;
〈
L.1/y; y

1
D
NCnX
tDn
nX
iD0

.−1/iDiy.t − i/r.1/i .t/Diy.t − i/
} − SR > 0
(3.28)
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for some  2 C2nd . Then
R.2/.y/ − R.1/.y/
D (〈L.2/y; y2 − 〈L.1/y; y1=hy; yi2
C〈L.1/y; y1.hy; yi1 − hy; yi2/=.hy; yi2hy; yi1/ > 0;
for y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU; y 0 =D 0; (3.29)
which implies (3.27) by Theorem 3.5.
Moreover, for y 2 OLT0; N C 2nU with y 0 =D 0, from (3.28), we have
〈
L.2/y; y

2 −
〈
L.1/y; y

1
>
NCnX
tDn
y.t/
(
r
.2/
0 − r.1/0

.t/y.t/ > 0 if (i) holdsI
〈
L.1/y; y

1 > 0; hy; yi2 − hy; yi1 < 0 if (ii) holds:
Hence, R.2/.y/ > R.1/.y/ from (3.29) and all the first inequalities of (3.27) are strict
if one of (i) and (ii) holds. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.7. Let all the assumptions hold in Theorem 3.1 for problems (3.22j ),
(3.23j ) .j D 1; 2/ and let (3.24) hold. If !.2/.t/ D !.1/.t/ for t 2 Tn;N C nU and
.−1/ir.2/i .t/ > .−1/ir.1/i .t/; t 2 Tn C i; N C nU; 0 6 i 6 n; (3.30)
then

.2/
k > 
.1/
k ; 1 6 k 6 : (3.31)
Furthermore, if the inequalities in (3.30) are strict for i D 0; then all the inequal-
ities of (3.31) are strict.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6 and so omitted. 
4. The proper case and the multiplicity of eigenvalues
In this section, we will more closely discuss the conditions which assure the spec-
tral results in the proper case and consider the multiplicity of eigenvalues in general
cases.
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4.1. The proper case
In the proper case m D rank X D 2nd , condition (1.3) on rn.t/ and the restriction
on the integer N can both be relaxed.
Rewrite boundary conditions (1.2) as (2.18). We notice that the condition “N >
n − 1” is required by (2.18) and the coefficient matrix H D X diagfL;− OAg is non-
singular if X is nonsingular and
rn.t/ is nonsingular on TN C n C 1; N C 2nU: (4.1)
If this is the case, Y .0/ and Y .N C n C 1/ can be determined by Y .n/ and Y .N C 1/
from (2.18) for y 2 R. Then L2!T0; N C 2nU D OLT0; N C 2nU and  D .N C 1/d .
One can show that the difference operatorL maps OLT0; N C 2nU into itself by ex-
tending the definition of .Ly/.t/ to T0; n − 1U [ TN C n C 1; N C 2nU as
YLy.0/
YLy.N C n C 1/

DdiagL−1;− OA−1}X−1.S1A;R2L C S2 OB/


YLy.n/
YLy.N C 1/

:
Hence,L is self-adjoint on OLT0; N C 2nU by Theorem 2.2. This implies the follow-
ing spectral results in the proper case.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that N > n − 1 and (4.1) hold. If boundary conditions (1.2)
are self-adjoint and proper, then all the results in Theorems 3.1–3.3 are true and
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 agree with Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. If (3.24) and the
above assumptions for (3.22j ), (3.23j ) .j D 1; 2/ hold, then the results in Theorems
3.6 and 3.7 hold.
Moreover, the following is the dual orthogonality of eigenfunctions in the proper
case.
Theorem 4.2 (Dual orthogonality). If all the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold, then
the  D .N C 1/d eigenfunctions satisfy the dual orthogonality
X
kD1
y.t; k/y
.s; k/ D ts!−1.s/; t; s 2 Tn;N C nU: (4.2)
Proof. Let
K D .y.i; j // for i 2 Tn;N C nU and 1 6 j 6 :
Then (3.2) can be written as
Kdiag

!.n/; !.n C 1/; : : : ; !.N C n/}K D I:
So K is nonsingular and
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KK D diag!−1.n/; !−1.n C 1/; : : : ; !−1.N C n/};
which implies (4.2). The proof is complete. 
Remark 4.1. By Theorem 4.1, we see that the dimension  of L2!T0; N C 2nU, i.e.,
the number of eigenvalues, i.e., the number of the linearly independent eigenfunc-
tions, is independent of the order of (1.1) in the proper case.
Remark 4.2. The Dirichlet boundary conditions
y.0/ D    D y.n − 1/ D 0; y.N C n C 1/ D    D y.N C 2n/ D 0 (4.3)
are special cases of (1.2) with
R D

Ind 0
0 −BL−1

; S D

0 0
0 Ind

:
Clearly, by Proposition 2.1, we have
rank.R; S/ D 2nd; RS D SR; X D I2nd :
Hence, conditions (4.3) are self-adjoint and proper, and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold
for the Dirichlet boundary value problem (1.1) and (4.3).
4.2. The multiplicity of eigenvalues
Jirari in [9] studied the second-order scalar Sturm–Liouville problem
DTr1.t/Dy.t − 1/U C r0.t/y.t/ D !.t/y.t/; t 2 T1; N C 1U; (4.4)
y.0/ C hy.1/ D 0; y.N C 2/ C ky.N C 1/ D 0; (4.5)
where
!.t/ > 0; r1.t/ and r0.t/ are real-valued functions on T1; N C 2U
and T1; N C 1U; respectively, and the constants h and k are real: (4.6)
By the oscillation method, he obtained that all the eigenvalues are simple and each
eigenvalue corresponds to a unique eigenfunction (up to nonzero multiples) provided
that r1.t/ > 0 for t 2 T1; N C 2U. However, for second-order scalar Sturm–Liouville
problems with non-separate boundary conditions, for second-order vector Sturm–
Liouville problems, and for higher-order problems, (1.1), (1.2), whether in the scalar
or vector case, eigenvalues may not be simple and hence a given eigenvalue may
correspond to more than one linearly independent eigenfunctions.
We now proceed to discuss the multiplicity of eigenvalues and the number of the
corresponding linearly independent eigenfunctions for problem (1.1), (1.2) in general
cases.
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Rewrite (1.1) as
rn.t C n/y.t C n/ C rn.t/y.t − n/
D !.t/y.t/ C l.t; y.t C 1 − n/; : : : ; y.t C n − 1// (4.7)
for t 2 Tn;N C nU; where l.t; x1; : : : ; x2n−1/ is linear in x1; : : : ; x2n−1. Suppose that
rn.t/ is nonsingular on T2n;N C 2nU: (4.8)
Then, for any given initial values Y .0/ and Y .n/, the initial value problem has a
unique solution y.t; /, which can be represented by
Y .t; / D U.t; /(Y T.0/; Y T.n/T; 2n 6 t 6 N C n C 1; (4.9)
where U.t; / is an nd  2nd-matrix, and its elements are d  d-matrix coefficient
polynomials of .
Inserting Y .t; / into boundary conditions (1.2) or (2.18), we get
M./
(
Y T.0/; Y T.n/
 D 0; (4.10)
where
M./D.−R1L C S1B; S1A/ C .R2L C S2 OB; S2 OA/
 (UT.N C 1; /;UT.N C n C 1; /T
is an 2nd  2nd-matrix and its elements are polynomials of . Hence, 0 is an ei-
genvalue for problem (1.1), (1.2) if and only if detM.0/ D 0.
Definition 4.1. 0 is called an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity k.0/ for prob-
lem (1.1), (1.2) if 0 is a zero of multiplicity k.0/ of detM./.
According to the discussions in Section 2, we see that the additional conditions
(2.23) are intrinsic for problem (1.1), (1.2) and then the eigenvalue problem, (1.1),
(1.2), is equivalent to the spectral problem of the difference operatorL on L2!T0; N C
2nU. Hence, we have the following results by Theorems 3.1 and 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that N > 2n − 1 and
rn.t/ is nonsingular on Tn;N C 2nU (4.11)
in the general case m 6 2nd and that N > n − 1 and (4.8) holds in the proper case.
Then the degree of detM./ in  is equal to  and the geometric multiplicity of each
eigenvalue  of problem (1.1), (1.2) is equal to its algebraic multiplicity k./.
Theorem 4.4. If (4.11) holds, then, for any eigenvalue  of problem, (1.1), (1.2),
k./ 6 minfrank.R1; S1/; rank.R2; S2/g: (4.12)
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Proof. Let  be any given eigenvalue of problem, (1.1), (1.2), and y.t; / be a
eigenfunction corresponding to .
Since y.t; / 2 R and A is nonsingular, by Lemma 2.2 and (2.10), there exists
 2 C2nd such that
Y .0; /
Y .n; /

D diagL−1; A−1}(S1; R1 − S1BL−1: (4.13)
Obviously, rank.S1; R1 − S1BL−1/ D rank.R1; S1/ DV k1. Thus, there exist at most
k1 linearly independent vectors .Y T.0; /; Y T.n; //T satisfying (4.13). Again from
(4.9), there exist at most k1 linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding to .
By Theorem 4.3, we get
k./ 6 k1: (4.14)
On the other hand, by referring to the nonsingularity of rn.t/ on Tn;N C 2nU,
(1.1) or (4.7) has a unique solution y.t; / for any given initial values Y .N C 1/ and
Y .N C n C 1/, and y.t; / can be represented as
Y .t; / D W.t; /(Y T.N C 1/; Y T.N C n C 1/T; 0 6 t 6 N:
For the given eigenvalue  and its eigenfunction y.t; /, by Lemma 2.2, (2.10), and
the nonsingularity of OA, there exists  2 C2nd such that
Y .N C 1; /
Y .N C n C 1; /

D diag − L−1; OA−1}(S2; R2 C S2 OBL−1:
Hence, similarly to the above discussions, one concludes that
k./ 6 rank.R2; S2/;
which with (4.14) implies (4.12). The proof is complete. 
We now consider the special case, problem (1.1) with the following spatially sep-
arate boundary conditions:
R.1/u.0; y/ − S.1/v.0; y/ D 0;
R.2/u.N C 1; y/ C S.2/v.N C 1; y/ D 0; (4.15)
where R.j/ and S.j/.j D 1; 2/ are nd  nd-matrices and satisfy
R.j/S.j/
 D S.j/R.j/; rank.R.j/; S.j// D nd; j D 1; 2: (4.16)
It is evident that boundary conditions (4.15) can be written as (1.2) with
R D

R.1/ 0
0 R.2/

; S D

S.1/ 0
0 S.2/

;
and hence rank.R; S/ D 2nd and RS D SR from (4.16). Then boundary condi-
tions (4.15) are self-adjoint by Lemma 2.1.
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For boundary conditions (4.15), we have
X D

R.1/ − S.1/BL−1 0
0 S.2/

:
So the following consequence directly follows from Theorems 3.1–3.7 and 4.1–4.4.
Corollary 4.1. Assume that (4.16) holds. Let rankTR.1/L − S.1/BU D m1; rank S.2/
D m2; and  D .N C 1/d C m1 C m2 − 2nd . Then, for problem (1.1) and (4.15),
(1) Theorems 3.1–3.7 are true if N > 2n − 1 and (1.3) holds;
(2) Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are true if m1 D m2 D nd; N > n − 1; and (4.1) holds;
(3) Theorem 4.3 is true if N > 2n − 1 and (4.11) holds or m1 D m2 D nd; N >
n − 1; and (4.8) holds;
(4) k./ 6 nd for every eigenvalue  of problem (1.1) with (4.15) if (4.11) holds.
Remark 4.3. Clearly, if
r1.t/ =D 0 for t 2 T1; N C 2U; (4.17)
and n D 1 and d D 1, then problem (1.1) with (4.15) includes the second-order scalar
problem, (4.4), (4.5), and the assumptions in Corollary 4.1 hold. Therefore, The-
orems 2.3.1–2.3.3 of [9] are improved and k./ D 1 for any eigenvalue , i.e., all
eigenvalues of problem (4.4), (4.5) are simple if (4.6) and (4.17) hold. Then Theorem
2.2.6 of [9] is improved.
5. Proof of Lemma 2.3
Lemma 5.1. If r.t/ is a d  d-Hermitian matrix on Tk; 2k − 1U.k > 1/ and D.k; r/
is defined as in Proposition 2.1, then
 .k; r; x; y/ VD
k−1X
jD0
.−1/jDj y.k − 1 − j/Dk−1−j r.k/Dkx.0/
−Dk−1−j r.k/Dky.0/Dj x.k − 1 − j/}
D TX.; k/; Y .; k/UD.k;r/.0; k/; (5.1k)
where the bracket function is defined by (2.12) and Y .t; k/ by (2.9).
Proof. We will show that (5.1) hold by induction.
Let k D 1. Clearly,
 .1; r; x; y/Dy.0/r.1/Dx.0/ − Tr.1/Dy.0/Ux.0/
Dy.0/r.1/x.1/ − Tx.0/r.1/y.1/U;
that is, .5:11/ holds.
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Assume that .5:1k/ holds for a positive integer k, and we will show that .5:1kC1/
holds. To do so, we rewrite  .k C 1; r; x; y/ as
 .k C 1; r; x; y/ D .k C 1; r; x; y/ − .k C 1; r; x; y/ (5.2)
with
.k C 1; r; x; y/
D y.k/Dkr.k C 1/DkC1x.0/ − Dkr.k C 1/DkC1y.0/x.k/
.k C 1; r; x; y/
D
kX
jD1
.−1/j−1Dj y.k − j/Dk−j r.k C 1/DkC1x.0/
−Dk−j r.k C 1/DkC1y.0/Dj x.k − j/}:
By a straightforward calculation and (2.28), we find that
.k C 1; r; x; y/Dy.k/a.r/X.k C 1; k C 1/
− Y .k C 1; k C 1/a.r/x.k/
C y.k/b.r/X.0; k C 1/
− Y .0; k C 1/b.r/x.k/ (5.3)
with a.r/ D .a1; a2; : : : ; akC1/.r/; b.r/ D .b1; b2; : : : ; bkC1/.r/ and
ai.r/ D .−1/i−1
i−1X
jD0
C
j
k C
i−j−1
kC1 r.2k C 1 − j/; (5.4)
bi.r/ D .−1/kCi
kC1−iX
jD0
C
iCj−1
k C
kC1−j
kC1 r.2k C 2 − i − j/: (5.5)
However, .k C 1; r; x; y/ can be rewritten as
.k C 1; r; x; y/ D  .k; r 0; x 0; y 0/
by letting
r 0.t/ D r.t C 1/; x 0.t/ D Dx.t/; y 0.t/ D Dy.t/: (5.6)
Thus, we get that
.k C 1; r; x; y/ D TX0.; k/; Y 0.; k/UD.k;r 0/.0; k/;
where X0.t; k/ and Y 0.t; k/ are as X.t; k/ and Y .t; k/ with x.t/ and y.t/ replaced
with x 0.t/ and y 0.t/; respectively. From (5.6),
Y 0.0; k/ D L1Y .0; k C 1/;
Y 0.k; k/ D L2Y .k C 1; k C 1/ −
(
0; : : : ; 0; yT.k/
T (5.7)
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with
L1 D .Ikd; 0kdd/ − .0kdd; Ikd /;
L2 D .0kdd; Ikd / −

0 I.k−1/d
0d2d 0

:
Moreover, relations (5.7) hold for X0. Therefore,
.k C 1; r; x; y/
D TX.; k C 1/; Y .; k C 1/UL1D.k;r 0/L2.0; k C 1/
− Y .0; k C 1/E.k; r 0/x.k/ C y.k/E.k; r 0/X.0; k C 1/ (5.8)
with
E.k; r 0/ D (d1k;−d1;k C d2;k; : : : ;−dk−1;k C dk;k;−dk;k.k; r 0/:
From (2.15), (5.4), and (5.5) and by the Hermiticity of r.t/ on Tk; 2k − 1U, one con-
cludes that for 2 6 j 6 k,
−dj−1;k.k; r 0/ C dj;k.k; r 0/ D bj .r/;
d1;k.k; r 0/ D d1;k.k; r 0/;
b1.r/ D b1.r/;
−dk;k.k; r 0/ D bkC1.r/;(
aT.r/; 0Tkd.kC1/d
T − L1D.k; r 0/L2 D D.k C 1; r/:
(5.9)
Therefore, .5:1kC1/ follows from (5.2), (5.3), (5.8) and (5.9). By induction, the proof
is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Since (2.17) can be obtained by shifting all the functions in
(2.16) to the right-hand side with N C 1 units, it suffices to show that (2.16) holds.
Changing the order of the summation, from (1.4), we have
γ Du.0; y/v.0; x/ − v.0; y/u.0; x/
D
n−1X
jD0
nX
kDjC1
.−1/j
 Dj y.n − 1 − j/Dk−1−j rk.n/Dkx.n − k/
−Dk−1−j rk.n/Dky.n − k/Dj x.n − 1 − j/}
D
nX
kD1
.k; x; y/ (5.10)
with
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.k; x; y/D
k−1X
jD0
.−1/jDj y.n − 1 − j/Dk−1−j rk.n/Dkx.n − k/
−Dk−1−j rk.n/Dky.n − k/Dj x.n − 1 − j/}:
Let k 2 T1; nU and let
Qr.t/ D rk.n C t − k/; Qx.t/ D x.n C t − k/; Qy.t/ D y.n C t − k/:
By Lemma 5.1, we then have that
.k; x; y/D .k; Qr; Qx; Qy/
DT QX.; k/; QY .; k/UD.k;Qr/.0; k/
DTX.; k/; Y .; k/UD.k;Ork/.n − k; n/
DY .0/

0 D.k; Ork/
0.n−k/d 0

X.n/
− Y .n/

0 D.k; Ork/
0.n−k/d 0

X.0/; (5.11)
where QX.t; k/ and QY .t; k/ are defined as X.t; k/ and Y .t; k/ by (2.9) with x.t/ and
y.t/ replaced with Qx.t/ and Qy.t/, respectively; D.k; Ork/ and Ork are as in Proposition
2.1. Hence, (5.10) and (5.11) imply (2.16). This completes the proof. 
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